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Mechanization of Calculation 18 21, while proofreading for the Astronomical Society: " I wish to God these calculations
had been executed by steam ".

History[ edit ] The Salisbury cathedral clock ca. A clock is a mechanical instrument rather than a true
machine. Although this clock had iron gears, many machines of the early Industrial Revolution used wooden
parts until around Ancient times[ edit ] Water wheels date to the Roman period and were used to grind grain
and lift irrigation water. Water powered bellows were in use on blast furnaces in China in 31 AD. Trip
hammers are shown crushing ore in De re Metallica Clocks were some of the most complex early mechanical
devices. Clock makers were important developers of machine tools including gear and screw cutting
machines, and were also involved in the mathematical development of gear designs. Clocks were some of the
earliest mass-produced items, beginning around De re Metallica contains drawings related to bellows for blast
furnaces including a fabrication drawing. Improved gear designs decreased wear and increased efficiency.
Mathematical gear designs were developed in the mid 17th century. French mathematician and engineer
Desargues designed and constructed the first mill with epicycloidal teeth ca. In the 18th century involute gears
, another mathematical derived design, came into use. Involute gears are better for meshing gears of different
sizes than epicycloidal. Industrial revolution The Newcomen steam engine was first used, to pump water from
a mine, in John Smeaton introduced metal gears and axles to water wheels in the mid to last half of the 18th
century. Smeaton also conducted a scientific investigation into the design of water wheels which led to
significant efficiency increases. The Industrial Revolution started mainly with textile machinery, such as the
spinning jenny and water frame Demand for metal parts used in textile machinery led to the invention of
many machine tools in the late s until the mids. After the early decades of the 19th century, iron increasingly
replaced wood in gearing and shafts in textile machinery. Self-acting tools displaced hand dexterity and
allowed one unskilled operator to tend several machines. One of the first mechanical devices used in
agriculture was the seed drill invented by Jethro Tull around The seed drill allowed more uniform spacing of
seed and planting depth than hand methods, increasing yields and saving valuable seed. Mechanized
agriculture greatly increased in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries with horse drawn reapers and
horse powered threshing machines. Internal combustion began being used for tractors in the early twentieth
century. Threshing and harvesting was originally done with attachments for tractors, but in the s independently
powered combine harvesters were in use. In the mid to late 19th century, hydraulic and pneumatic devices
were able to power various mechanical actions, such as positioning tools or work pieces. In food processing,
pneumatic or hydraulic devices could start and stop filling of cans or bottles on a conveyor. Power steering for
automobiles uses hydraulic mechanisms, as does practically all earth moving equipment and other
construction equipment and many attachments to tractors. Pneumatic usually compressed air power is widely
used to operate industrial valves. Twentieth century[ edit ] By the early 20th century machines developed the
ability to perform more complex operations that had previously been done by skilled craftsmen. It replaced
highly paid glass blowers and child labor helpers and led to the mass production of glass bottles. This resulted
in mechanized processes to manufacture almost all goods. Categories[ edit ] Two involute gears , the left
driving the right: Blue arrows show the contact forces between them. The force line or Line of Action runs
along a tangent common to both base circles. In this situation, there is no force, and no contact needed, along
the opposite common tangent not shown. The involutes here are traced out in converse fashion: In
manufacturing, mechanization replaced hand methods of making goods. Prime movers are devices that convert
thermal, potential or kinetic energy into mechanical work. Prime movers include internal combustion engines,
combustion turbines jet engines , water wheels and turbines, windmills and wind turbines and steam engines
and turbines. Powered transportation equipment such as locomotives, automobiles and trucks and airplanes, is
a classification of machinery which includes sub classes by engine type, such as internal combustion,
combustion turbine and steam. Inside factories, warehouses, lumber yards and other manufacturing and
distribution operations, material handling equipment replaced manual carrying or hand trucks and carts.
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calculate the contribution rate of mechanization in agriculture by using economy math method, computer technology and
Visual Basic version. The software package has friendly interface, simply operating.

Traxcavators can also be used very effectively in shaping mountainside cut slopes of forest roads when using a
multi-purpose bucket. They are ideal in extremely steep terrain, and for construction of hairpin bends or turns,
and shaping high-sided cut slopes, for the formation of the sub-grade, especially where blasted rock must be
removed and loaded on to a truck or for digging side ditches and putting in culverts efficiently. These
machines are replacing crawler tractors in some areas for the main excavation on road lines. Because the
excavator can place the excavated material either on to lories for transportation away from the site or neatly
and carefully in preselected positions, excavators are more environmentally acceptable. In very steep terrain
the debris from road excavations can fall down hill and be both dangerous and damaging. The use of
Excavators is emphasised in later Chapters. Since excavators are more costly than comparable-sized dozers
and traxcavators, construction work for excavators must be more carefully planned and, in addition, requires
very skilled and experienced operators. The smallest unit for rock drilling is a compressor mounted on a
two-wheeled trailer, with hand operated hammer drills nowadays mainly used for drilling and removal of
single rock outcrops or big stones which cannot be removed by earth moving equipment. Hand held drills are
only used for depths of drilling less than 3. For minor rock drilling a 15 to 20 labour compressor with a supply
of 2 to 3 m3 of compressed air per minute is sufficient. For larger scale operations, however mounted rock
drills are used. They can be mounted on wheeled or crawler tractors and on trailers or trucks. Depending on
the type of road material, different rock drill systems are used. In soft rock the internal hammer drill is used,
requiring much less air. For blasting rock with small drill holes gelignite is widely used, but for those areas
where mounted drills have been used prepackaged slurry explosives are available. These explosives are safer
to handle and to use. Depending on the scale of operation, different detonators are employed. For small
outcrops of rock or stumps, detonation is achieved by fuse; whereas for rock blasting over larger areas,
electrical ignition with milli-second detonation is used. Use of explosives is a dangerous operation and should
be restricted to experienced labour. It is necessary to ensure that all of those involved in explosive operations
are aware of the safety procedures developed by the Supervisor and that these procedures are implemented.
The quantity of explosives and the depth and pattern of the drilled holes are appropriate for the shotfirer
Depending on the slope of the terrain, hardness and type of material to be drilled and blasted, machines used,
and drilling method applied, rock blasting costs may be judged from information given in Chapter In modern
forest road construction, graders with an engine power of about labour are used. On roads where blasted rock
is spread, small crawler tractors are preferred to spread the base material over the sub-grade; then the grader
makes the final shaping with surfacing material. Main roads in tropical countries on clay and lateritic soils will
have to be gravelled in order to be able to keep them permanently open for logging operations, otherwise they
would be open only during the dry season or dry periods. In forest road construction, road material is generally
taken from natural gravel pits nearby to reinforce low bearing material of the original ground surface and
sub-grade. In the event that no suitable paving material can be found in gravel pits nearby the construction
site, rock has to be crushed into coarse 5 to 6 cm and fine material 1 to 2 cm must be added as surfacing
material to seal off the road and to allow for maintenance. The structural design of the pavement is a function
of the quality of the subgrade, the materials used in the pavement, and of loading intensity. The CBR results
are not reliable in wet cohesive soils, but the table below shows a correlation between CBR value and soil type
with a wide variety of subgrades in their equilibrium moisture condition for high and low levels of water table.
For most purposes this information will be sufficient to give the appropriate CBR values.
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the level and capacity of mechanization of farming and gardening in Fars www.enganchecubano.com for this study were
collected through interviews and completion of questionnaires and ministry of Agriculture Statistics.

There are several different uses for the equation, but all of them deal with managerial accounting and cost
management. The main thing to understand in managerial accounting is the difference between revenues and
profits. Not all revenues result in profits for the company. Many products cost more to make than the revenues
they generate. Since the expenses are greater than the revenues, these products great a lossâ€”not a profit.
There are many different ways to use this concept. Formula The break-even point formula is calculated by
dividing the total fixed costs of production by the price per unit less the variable costs to produce the product.
This computes the total number of units that must be sold in order for the company to generate enough
revenues to cover all of its expenses. Now we can take that concept and translate it into sales dollars. The
break-even formula in sales dollars is calculated by multiplying the price of each unit by the answer from our
first equation. This will give us the total dollar amount in sales that will we need to achieve in order to have
zero loss and zero profit. Now we can take this concept a step further and compute the total number of units
that need to be sold in order to achieve a certain level profitability with out break-even calculator. First we
take the desired dollar amount of profit and divide it by the contribution margin per unit. The computes the
number of units we need to sell in order to produce the profit without taking in consideration the fixed costs.
Now we must add back in the break-even point number of units. Here are the production stats. Anything it
sells after the 2, mark will go straight to the CM since the fixed costs are already covered. These are just
examples of the break-even point. You can use these as a template for your business or course work. Analysis
As you can see there are many different ways to use this concept. Production managers and executives have to
be keenly aware of their level of sales and how close they are to covering fixed and variable costs at all times.
They can also change the variable costs for each unit by adding more automation to the production process.
Lower variable costs equate to greater profits per unit and reduce the total number that must be produced.
Outsourcing can also change the cost structure. One of the most important concepts here is the margin of
safety. In our example, Barbara had to produce and sell 2, units to cover the factory expenditures and had to
produce 3, units in order to meet her profit objectives. This 1,unit spread is the margin of safety. A more
advanced break-even analysis calculator would subtract out non-cash expenses from the fixed costs to
compute the break-even point cash flow level.
4: HNF - Calculating machines â€“ Mass products in engineering and administration
Break-even point analysis is a measurement system that calculates the margin of safety by comparing the amount of
revenues or units that must be sold to cover fixed and variable costs associated with making the sales.

5: Mechanization of Aircraft Performance - Digital Library
2 Michael Beeson just by brute-force calculation power. These two papers of Turing lie near the roots of the subjects
today known as automated deduction and artiï¬•cial.

6: HNF - Calculating machines â€“ Ideas, inventors, entrepreneurs
"The term mechanization extent is used in the present study to denote the sum total of tractors, threshers, electric
pumps and oil engines per one thousand hectares of gross cropped area.".

7: Break-Even Point Analysis | Formula | Calculator | Example Explanation
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the mechanization of the basic equations of motion for the performance and
maneuver characteristics of an airplane with some simplifications which render solutions more practicable.
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